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MIDCENTURY ENGLISH EBONIZED FAUX BAMBOO SIDE TABLES WITH
CARVED APRONS, A PAIR

$3,995
A pair of English ebonized faux bamboo side tables from the mid 20th century with simply carved aprons and low shelves.

Immerse yourself in the timeless elegance of these English ebonized faux bamboo side tables, a charming pair from the mid-20th
century that gracefully combine simplicity with sophistication. With their sleek black / dark brown finish and bamboo-inspired

design, these tables capture the essence of classic decor, making them a perfect addition to any interior setting. Each table
features a rectangular top with gracefully rounded protruding corners, providing a smooth and inviting surface for displaying
your cherished items. The simply carved aprons add a touch of understated elegance, while the low shelves, adorned with in-

curving accents, offer additional space for storage or display. The faux bamboo legs are finely crafted, showcasing a meticulous
attention to detail and a nod to the enduring popularity of bamboo motifs in furniture design. The ebonized finish enhances the
tables' overall aesthetic, creating a bold and striking contrast that is sure to captivate and impress. These versatile side tables are

ideally suited for placement beside a sofa or armchair, providing a convenient surface for lamps, books, or decorative objects.
They could also serve as elegant bedside tables, adding a touch of sophistication to your sleeping quarters. Incorporate this

exquisite pair of English ebonized faux bamboo side tables into your home to create a harmonious blend of traditional elegance
and modern functionality. Their timeless design and understated beauty make them a valuable addition to any space, promising

both style and utility.

Height: 22.5 in (57.15 cm)

Width: 21 in (53.34 cm)

Depth: 14 in (35.56 cm)

SKU: A 4804
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